Standing Orders

These are the Standing Orders for the General Meetings of the European and Central Asian Region.
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Organisational documents
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Our Constitution

The International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (“ILGA World”) is an international non-profit organisation set up in conformity with article 60 of the […]
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**Membership**

ILGA-Europe member organisations from Europe and Central Asia are part of the overall ILGA World membership. Applications for membership can be made through the main […]
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**Annual Conference 2022**

Sofia 2022 We look forward to being welcomed by our host organisations in Sofia, Bilitis Resource Center Foundation, GLAS Bulgaria Foundation, and Youth LGBT Organisation Deystvie. They have […]
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**About Us**
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Who we are

We are part of the wider international ILGA organisation – created in 1978 – but were established as a separate region and an independent legal […]
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Our glossary

A Automatic co-parent recognition: covers when children born to same-sex couples are not facing any barriers in order to be recognised legally from birth to […]